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California Energy Commission

AGENDA: Public Workshop on Senate Bill 350 Barriers Study

Friday, June 3, 2016 - 9:00 am
First Floor, Art Rosenfeld Hearing Room
1516 Ninth Street, Sacramento, California 95814
(Listed times are general guidelines only)

Agenda
This workshop will provide an opportunity for public input on the proposed scope and schedule of the Energy Commission’s Senate Bill 350 (SB350) Barriers Study. The study focuses on barriers to access for low-income customers and disadvantaged communities to energy efficiency and renewable energy investments.

Welcome and Introductions (9:00 - 9:15)
   Alana Mathews, Public Adviser

SB 350 Barriers Study Requirements (9:15 - 9:25)
   California Energy Commission
      Alana Mathews
   California Air Resources Board
      Ashley Dunn

Research for SB350 Barriers Study (9:25 - 9:35)
   Chris Wymer, Librarian

Scope of SB 350 Barriers Study (9:35 – 9:50)
   Emilio Camacho, Co-Author
      Chief of Staff to Commissioner David Hochschild

Workshops for SB350 Barriers Study (9:50-10:00)
   Alana Mathews

Panel “Effective Stakeholder Participation and Agency Coordination” (10:00-11:00)
This segment will discuss how interested stakeholders can engage and participate in the SB 350 Barriers study as well as identify opportunities for state agency coordination.
   Sekita Grant, The Greenlining Institute
   Parin Shah, Asian Pacific Environmental Network
   Sachu Constantine, Center for Sustainable Energy
   Ashley Dunn, California Air Resources Board
   Jason Wimbly, California Department of Community Services and Development

Public Comment

Concluding Remarks